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La Vita è Dolce is an exciting take on Italian baking by food writer and trained pastry chef, Letitia
Clark.Featuring over 80 Italian desserts, La Vita è Dolce showcases Letitia's favourite puddings
inspired by her time living in Sardinia.Whether you’re looking for something fruity, nutty, creamy,
chocolatey or boozy, you will be seduced by the sweet aromas of every bake.Complete with
anecdotes and beautiful location photography throughout, each recipe is authentic in taste but
with a delicious, contemporary twist. From a joyful Caramelised Citrus Tart to a classic Torta
Caprese, this is a stunning celebration of the sweet things in life, and is guaranteed to bring a
slice of Italy into your home.

About the AuthorLetitia Clark is a food writer, illustrator and chef. After completing the Leiths
diploma in Food and Wine she went on to work in some of London's top restaurants, including
Spring, Morito and The Dock Kitchen. She now lives in Sardinia, where she continues to write,
as well as continuing her work as an illustrator. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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Glossy GlossaryIndexAcknowledgementsBibliographyCopyright PagePrefaceWhile tasting
occurs in our head … it is also part heart.When the taste is sweet, it triggers a powerful positive
response in nearly all mammals (cats being the notable exception)*1This much I know: every
day of our lives is punctuated by a few distinct highpoints – when we get to eat something. The
moments when we get to eat something sweet are often the sweetest moments of all.Sweet
things make us feel happy. Puddings are emotional; soaked in the sweet syrup of nostalgia,
scented with fond childhood memories and served with a soft dollop of joyful whimsy. When we
are sad it is ice cream, custard, cake and chocolate that we crave, not salads and sardines.I
began writing this book at the very beginning of the Coronavirus pandemic. At home in Sardinia
it seemed more important than ever to cling to and celebrate those moments of sweet, everyday
pleasure which are – fortunately – available to most. One of the fundamental things about
making and eating food, and about making and eating sweet things particularly, is that both
actions provide comfort and joy without necessarily being expensive or exclusive. There are not
many things in the world that can claim that.This book is a celebration of Italian-inspired sweet
things we can make and eat in our own kitchens, or make and give to others. Baking, by which I
mean making cakes, tarts, biscuits and pastries rather than breads, has always been a joyous
activity; we bake a cake for a birthday, for Christmas, for Easter, for most festivities, religious or
otherwise. An important occasion without a cake to commemorate it seems somehow lacking.
Baking is also, by nature, a generous activity. When we make a cake, we are often doing it for
someone else. Any and every act of generosity deserves to be celebrated.Though this book is
technically written from an Italian kitchen (specifically a Sardinian kitchen), it is truer to call it
Italian-inspired rather than traditionally Italian. The recipes within it are inevitably an eclectic
mixture of my experience, my imagination and traditional Italian fare which I have read about,
been fortunate enough to have been taught by others, or to have tasted in situ. By no means
intended to be a complete guide to Italian sweets, as is always the case, the selection reflects
my own personal tastes, curiosities and passions, and my own personal preference for speed,
ease and glacé cherries.Most importantly these recipes reflect my own need to find pleasure
and joy in the kitchen, and to translate this into simple food that brings pleasure to others. There
can be no denying that each day is made infinitely better if we live it in the knowledge that
somewhere, tucked away in a cupboard, box or tin, there are some biscuits or a bit of cake.* My
cat loves sweet things.1 The Oxford Companion to Sugar and Sweets, by Darra Goldstein,
Oxford University Press (2015)LetitiaIntroductionThe Sweet SpotA steaming bowl of pasta is a
very fine thing, but it’s the gelato eaten in the dappled sunshine a few hours later which really



delights, and in a different way too, because it is a treat. The knowledge that it is something
special, a little luxury, an indulgence, not just sustenance (and not necessarily nutrition) makes
the pleasure even more poignant. It’s not wholesome or satisfying in the same way as savoury
food. Instead it thrills, it teases. It’s sensual in a way that pasta, pies and potatoes aren’t (I’m sure
I will receive some indignant emails about the sensuality of potatoes). Whether it’s manifested in
a velvety-smooth, pale green pistachio gelato, melting onto your hand faster than you can lick it,
or an iced dainty in the shape of Venus’ breast, nowhere is this sensuality more pronounced
than in Italy.Italians have a sweet tooth to rival my own, and while Italian sweets are sometimes
internationally overlooked, there are enough cakes, biscuits and pastries here to keep even the
sweetest tooth content. The variety is extraordinary, and of course, as with all Italian food, each
region has its own speciality (which is often a very slight variation on another region’s
speciality).Interestingly, while savoury Italian food is famed and celebrated for its simplicity and
lack of decoration, Italian sweets lean towards the highly decorated, theatrical even. Many of the
sweets in Italy provide an elaborate festival of colour, each more shining and glossy than the
next, crested with cream and custard, crowned with swathes of meringue and shining
strawberries or fluorescent cherries, multicoloured sprinkles and gem-like candied peel. This is
because, unlike the majority of savoury dishes, the focus is not on harking back to times of
poverty and ‘la cucina povera’, but instead a celebration of the arrival of sugar in Italy, introduced
by the Arabs and then cultivated in Sicily from as early as the 9th century.Sweet things have
always been inherently playful and nostalgic, both in the way they make us feel and in their very
form. They provide the opportunity to be inventive, imaginative and whimsical. This playfulness is
nowhere more pronounced than in Italian sweets. Marzipan fruits, cacti made out of sugar, the
Sicilian Easter lamb, the infamously Baroque Cassata, tiny fruttini – frozen fruit stuffed with a
sorbet made from their own flesh – dolci in Italy are a celebration of artistry, of colour, sugar,
sensuality and playfulness.Of course these colourful confections are generally those found in
the pasticcerie, and those items baked at home tend to be a little more simple or humble. The
Italians see no shame in buying their desserts too, and often do not make them at home. When
invited for lunch they will habitually give the host a selection of sweets in place of a bunch of
flowers. These always come wrapped in pretty paper and tied with ribbons like a gift. Religious
festivals, birthdays and other special occasions often prompt dolci to be made at home, and for
ease and clarity I have highlighted the recipes into the sort of things that you would make/eat
every day, and those that you would make/eat for special occasions.A Sweet Start‘Every dawn is
a new beginning, and the day will be what you make of it … You’ve got to love a culture that
allows you to have ice cream first thing.’— A. A. GillTo start with a cake, some biscuits or a bun,
is without a doubt a day well begun … Happily for me, breakfast in Italy is rarely savoury. Most
often it involves a handful of biscuits or cookies, occasionally some dry toast with jam, almost
always washed down with coffee. In the summer, fresh fruit, cold melon slices, perhaps a ripe
peach and some yoghurt. As temperatures soar, breakfast may even be a gelato. If having
breakfast at a bar, then a sugar-dusted pastry or a crema-filled doughnut accompanies the



obligatory espresso or cappuccino. These are usually consumed standing, leaning against the
bar, the pastry held in a tiny paper napkin, crumbs flying where they will.Having breakfast ‘al bar’
is an experience I still get enormous pleasure from, even after nearly four years in Italy. I love the
noise and the ritual of it; the slick skill and studied nonchalance of the baristas, and that sharp,
fresh coffee smell mingling with the sweet scent of the false vanilla (which I secretly love) that so
many bars use in their pastries. I love that in my favourite place we go to the glass cabinet and
choose our own pastries (normally a cream-filled one for me) and then eat them in our crisp
paper napkins, side-on at the bar, lifting the tiny, chubby-rimmed coffee cup to our lips to take a
hot and bitter sip.In Italy, a savoury start is mostly viewed with suspicion. I have had lengthy
discussions about the infamous full English breakfast – my own national breakfast offering – and
some agree it could be good, maybe as a lunch, probably with a beer, but at breakfast – Che
schifo! Too heavy, too fatty, too meaty, too much. The thought of fried eggs at breakfast – let
alone a sausage – usually results in mimed gagging. Baked beans are enough to elicit the sign
of the cross.I’ve always been a sweet breakfast person, even when I lived in England. It really
didn’t matter what it was, whether it was technically classified as ‘breakfast food’ or not; as long
as it was sweet I’d have it. Part of the reason I like a sweet breakfast is because it complements
the bitterness of coffee, especially if it’s (almost painfully) scalding and strong. A sip of bitter
black coffee, a bite of something soft and sweet; for me this is the perfect way to start the day.
Every day should begin like this; with soft and sweet pleasure, sharpened by a tiny sting of
pain.A Sweet ToothI have always had a sweet tooth. It began, as so many stories do, with a
grandmother. My granny had a passion for sugar unlike anyone else I’ve ever known. She would
make fresh orange juice for us every morning (‘good for us, darlings!’) and stir three heaped
teaspoons of sugar into her own tiny glass, without which she claimed, it was ‘completely
undrinkable’. If she served fresh fruit (which she did often) it was doused liberally in sugar, as
was her breakfast cereal and everything else. She’d catch me watching her incredulously heap
sugar onto her plate, wink at me saucily and say, ‘for grit’. Melon slices were sometimes served
as a fancy starter, and they too received a liberal inch of the white stuff.My first introduction to
coffee (aged about seven) was a sugar lump that she would place on a teaspoon, bathe briefly
in her cup of coffee, then spoon into my 13 open mouth. She called these coffee-soaked sugar
cubes – slightly morbidly – ‘drowned ducks’. Biscuits were her real weakness. For all the years
that I knew her she had beside her pillow a small tin full of biscuits for her own midnight
emergencies, or for unexpectedly early mornings, when all of us grandchildren piled into her bed
and begged her to read us stories. Her whole life, she was almost never without a ‘biccy’ within
easy arm’s reach. My mum, too, eats two ginger biscuits every night before she goes to bed,
almost medicinally.As a child, I was addicted to ice cream, sweets, doughnuts and iced buns,
most of all. At cooking school I stole into the classrooms early to raid the fridge and eat the raw
sweet pastry dough we’d made the night before (I love raw dough). Working in restaurants, I felt
myself drawn to the pastry section, and I was a pastry chef in many of the restaurants I worked
in, but I kept on hopping back and forth, between sweet and savoury, because I hated having to



choose.A Sweet ManifestoCooking is a process of elimination. We learn what kind of cooks we
are by first learning what kind of cooks we are not. You need to learn what kind of cook you are in
order to be truly happy in the kitchen.I am not always a precise cook, or an impeccably neat
pastry chef. But that doesn’t matter necessarily, because there are many sweet things which are
relatively straightforward to make and do not require perfect precision, and thus they are
hopefully more accessible to most people, because we are very few of us trained pastry chefs,
and we are all of us short of time, space and energy.I hope there is nothing within these pages
that is intimidating or anxiety-inducing. There are no percentages, no hydration levels. Life is
stressful enough. I don’t open and flick through recipe books to feel crest-fallen; I open and flick
through them to feel encouraged and inspired. I want you to walk away from reading this
thinking, I could make that, and I will.Recipe books, for me, are almost a form of therapy.
Therapy – obviously – should make you feel better. I want this book to do that; to make you feel
inspired, not deflated. I want you to feel capable, not confused. Encouraged, not dispirited.
Cooking at home should, after all, be comforting.Cooking should never be a drama, a trauma, or
something you feel you just can’t do. Baking, for some bizarre reason, has so long been
described or portrayed as either some sort of divine gift or a hallowed science – something
some people can do and some simply can’t. As though some people emerge from the womb
with the ability to bake perfect muffins and others not: as though there are two types of people in
this world, those that can bake and those that can’t. Well that’s simply not true. Baking is not a
divine gift or even a precise science, at least it doesn’t have to be. Anyone and everyone –
whether self-confessed ‘baker’ or not – can produce something magnificent.A Sweet
InheritanceThe Arabs revolutionised the whole of European confectionary by introducing the
cultivation of sugar cane in the 9th century. Previously most sweet things had been made with
honey or sapa, a dark syrup made from grape must (which is still used often in Sardinia today).
The widespread cultivation of sugar cane, which began in Sicily and gradually spread through
the rest of Italy, allowed a whole new type of confection to be created as sugar – unlike honey or
sapa/saba – had no inherent flavour. Equally, sugar introduced a whole new world of textural
possibilities, as it could be made both liquid and solid, both brittle and chewy, and could make
things malleable. Many dolci made and sold across Italy today (and especially in Sicily) still bear
the Arab imprint and often the Arab name too. In the 1500s convents embraced the production of
sweets as a source of revenue, and so became fundamental in the evolution of Italian dolci.
Though there are very few convents left which still make dolci to sell, pasticcerie have now taken
over the work of the nuns, and recreate their classic dolci alongside a selection of sweet
creations from all over Italy, which bear the stamp of a long string of occupations by Greeks,
Romans, Normans, Spanish and French invaders as well as plenty of more contemporary
influences (American-style cheesecakes, Sachertorte from Vienna, etc.).A Sweet
SomethingWhether made at home, bought in a pasticceria or eaten in a bar, in Italy, as in most
parts of the world, a little something sweet is eaten every day, by almost everyone. It could be a
heaped spoon-full of sugar in the early morning or post-lunch espresso, or a cookie or slice of



cake for breakfast or merenda: there are always opportunities for a moment of sweetness.In Italy,
sugar does not seem to have been tainted by the same ‘nutritional’ preoccupations as in the UK.
Though of course sugar, like all things, should be enjoyed in moderation, I know if I have a sweet
breakfast as I always do, I find myself craving sugar less throughout the day.Denial and
abstinence will always have inevitable repercussions. I have a Neapolitan friend, Cecilia, who
lives here, and who loves to make dolci at home. She’s birdlike, with an impossibly tiny, ballerina-
like waist, and as she shows me photos on her phone of endless plates of homemade sweets,
she always says, with her eyes twinkling,‘You know, Letizia, a little bit of what you like is good for
you.’A Sweet Stroll: The PasseggiataThe passeggiata is a wonderful thing, so particularly Italian
– a leisurely stroll taken in the early evening primarily to socialise or eat a gelato. It is one of my
most-loved bits of Italian life, after colazione al bar and aperitivo. Strolling along the streets in the
late afternoon sunlight with an ice cream in hand, contemplating life between licks, and waving
as you pass your neighbours/colleagues/friends, is one of the best ways to spend a warm
evening. There is a little village near the sea ten minutes from where I live which has three
gelaterie perfect for this purpose. On a Sunday afternoon this usually quiet village fills with cars
as all of Oristano head out for a passeggiata. Cones in hand, we walk along the Lungomare,
looking out at the glittering sea and inhaling deeply, the salt in the air mingling with the creamy
gelato melting in our mouths.Authenticity and TraditionI wrote in my first book, Bitter Honey, that
authenticity in recipe writing is a slippery concept, and this statement is equally relevant here.
The wealth of both tradition and traditional recipes in Italian culture is one of the factors that
contribute to it being so endlessly fascinating, and one of the reasons it has been written about
by so many for so long. This being said, there are those that would argue that a cohesive
concept of some sort of ‘Italian cuisine’ is fundamentally misleading, as Italy became a unified
nation only relatively recently. Each region has its own fiercely regional identity and thus its
proclaimed authentic regional dishes and traditions, but even then, the lines blur, the broth
grows cloudy, and one region’s zeppole becomes another’s zippole.As a French-trained
Englishwoman living in Italy (Sardinia specifically) both I and the recipes I cook are inevitably
products of my experience and my situation. One of the reasons I love Italian food so
passionately is for this infinite variety and regionality, and for the abundance of tradition which
contributes to each dish being imbued with meaning and seasoned with both stories and history.
What I love most of all, however, is the ethos that lies at the heart of the cuisine – a generosity
(even with limited ingredients/budget) and passion that takes simple ingredients and treats them
with ingenuity, wisdom, creativity and respect to produce delicious and satisfying food. The
recipes included in this book do – I hope – reflect that ethos, whilst they are not all strictly
authentically Italian – they take inspiration from both this attitude and the ingredients and
combinations that I have encountered here.The way we cook is informed by the lives we have
led: the experiences we have had, the places we have been, the people we have known, the
food others have cooked for us. More significantly, the way we cook and eat is forever in
evolution. Each cook creates their own traditions in their own home. It may be one Italian family’s



tradition to add yoghurt to their Torta di Mele, another’s to add cinnamon. Which is more
authentic, more traditional, more Italian? And who decides?When we cook we are creating a
home; an imagined one, a remembered one, a real and present one. Cooking connects us both
to our past and our present, and to each other. The immigrant’s dilemma is to feel forever split
slightly in two, right down the middle like a cream bun. The food we cook to fill that gap – the gap
between the old home and the new one - like the cream we plaster inside the bun – is something
all its own, something which unifies without becoming part of; something simultaneously
different but connected. One of the things which has helped me to feel at home here in Italy is
recognising those things which are edible echoes of the things I know from my home in the UK.
The Roman buns eaten at Lent (Maritozzi,) which remind me of Hot Cross Buns, or the
Sbriciolata which makes me think of an English Crumble. It is reassuring to think that whatever
our differences, culinary or otherwise, we are always united by more than divides us. This is a
great source of comfort, inside the kitchen and out of it.History is written and lived by people and
not machines, and people invent, evolve, change and adapt. This extraordinarily messy diversity
is something to be celebrated and embraced, both in the kitchen and in life.Before you
StartCheck the Notes on Ingredients. The recipes were tested using a non-fan oven; reduce the
temperature by 20°C (50°F) if using a fan-assisted oven.BISCUITSBiscottiThe variety of biscuits
made and sold across Italy is extraordinary. Given the widespread culture of eating biscuits for
breakfast, for merenda (snacks), at festivals and celebrations, or even as a dessert (more
specifically as dolci, sweets), it is little wonder that such a rich selection is available, and one of
the satisfying similarities between the English and the Italians is their communal love of
biscuits.The word biscotti derives from the Latin word biscotus, meaning ‘twice cooked’. The
Cantucci, or Cantuccini are the best and most literal demonstration of this description, as they
are cooked once whole and then sliced and cooked again. Traditionally this method of cooking
was devised as preservation, as anything twice baked would keep for much longer, as opposed
to cakes, which would become stale quickly.More importantly, however, it means that biscuits
are the perfect accompaniment, the crunchy half of a perfect pairing – the dry ying to a liquid
yang. The same perfect pairing of crunchy and liquid as that of crisps and beer, or crisps and
Campari.A biscuit lifted, dunked and held, just long enough to be bathed but not so long that it
collapses – pieces plopping into the cup with a sad splash – is a simple, everyday thing, but also
truly wonderful when you think about it. So cheap to make and to buy, so keep-able, so dunk-
able, so portable, so satisfying. The majority of biscuits in Italy revolve around ingredients that
are prolific and/or local; nuts, citrus and sugar. Occasionally, if the biscuits are designed for
special occasions, they will be spiced or include dried fruit, and unlike the majority of British
biscuits they do not always contain copious quantities of butter. However, the Semolina
Shortbread is a nod to both Italian and British baking traditions.It would be all-too-easy to write
an entire book on biscotti, and such books do, I’m sure, already exist. Instead I have picked a
handful of those I really love, which occupy a significant place in my heart, for whatever
reason.Tiny Peach & Almond Cookies with Ricotta CreamThere is something irresistibly



appealing about these blushing little almond cookies shaped and painted to look like peaches
and filled with ricotta cream. I love a culinary trompe l’oeil, and I’ve seen and coveted these often
in pastry shops in many parts of Italy. They’re perhaps not the sort of thing you’d make every day,
as they are a little fiddly (though not complicated), but, much like macaroons, they are
exquisitely beautiful, dainty and feminine. They would be the perfect thing to make as a gift, or
for birthdays, parties or weddings.The traditional method of blushing the peaches pink is to paint
them with Alchermes, a vivid scarlet Italian liqueur flavoured with a mixture of spices including
nutmeg, cinnamon and vanilla, which originally derived its colour from scale insects called
Kermes. Modern production leaves out the insects, though it’s a drink that still divides opinion,
and though many traditional southern Italian dolci include it I have offered some alternatives. To
accentuate the ground almonds (almond meal) in the cookie dough, I like to paint the cookies
with Amaretto, which has a less divisive flavour, combined with a splash of Alchermes for colour
and the slightest spicy background note.I fill my peaches with ricotta cream, though there are
many other variations. Sometimes they are filled with apricot (or peach) jam, sometimes with
pastry cream. Often – as the cherry on the trompe l’oeilcake – the cookies are then stuffed with a
whole almond to replicate the peach stone.Makes 12–14For the biscuits80 g (3 oz) butter1
egg80 g (3 oz/ cup) sugar80 ml (2½ fl oz/5 tbsp) milka pinch of saltfinely grated zest of 1 large
lemon170 g (6 oz/1 cups) 00 or plain (all-purpose) flour1 tsp baking powder100 g (3½ oz/1
cup) ground almonds (almond meal)For the filling250 g (9 oz) ricotta50 g (2 oz/¼ cup) sugar½
tsp vanilla extract12–14 whole almonds (optional)To decorate100 ml (3½ fl oz/scant ½ cup)
Amarettored food colouring or a splash of Alchermes4 tbsp sugarmint leaves or fresh lemon
verbena leavesFor the biscuits, melt the butter in a saucepan and set aside to cool slightly.
Briefly whisk the egg and sugar in a mixing bowl to dissolve the sugar. Whisk in the melted butter
and the milk, then add the salt and lemon zest followed by the flour, baking powder and ground
almonds. The batter will seem relatively loose – halfway between cookie and cake, but that’s
fine. Allow it to rest for 5 minutes or so.Preheat the oven to 180ºC (350ºF/Gas 4). Line a shallow
baking tray (pan) with baking parchment.Pinch off 12–14 teaspoon-size pieces of dough and roll
them into smooth balls between the palms of your hands.Place the balls on the prepared baking
sheet a few inches apart and press them very slightly to flatten.Bake the cookies for around 12
minutes, or until they still look pale on top but are golden underneath.Allow them to cool while
you make the filling.Whisk the ricotta in a bowl with the sugar and vanilla extract until smooth
and creamy (the sugar will dissolve as you whisk).Using a sharp knife, cut a small hole in the
base of each cookie.Spoon the ricotta mixture into the holes. If using the almonds, press them
into the filling before sandwiching the cookies together. Smooth away any excess ricotta from the
edges.Pour the Amaretto into a bowl and add the Alchermes or food colouring to create a red
tint. Pour the sugar onto a shallow plate.Dunk the cookies briefly in the alcohol, turning them to
make sure they are covered all over. (If you prefer you can apply the alcohol with a pastry brush,
which will allow the cookies to stay crisper for longer.) Dip and roll them in the sugar, to replicate
the downy skin of a peach, and then place a mint or lemon verbena leaf in each.Serve, with



pride.NoteThese will keep for a day or two in the fridge, and will soften slightly because of the
alcohol, but are none the worse for it.Classic Cantucci Orange, Marsala & Almond
BiscuitsCantuccio is an old Italian word that means ‘little place’ ‘nook’ or ‘corner’, often used to
describe a piece of bread with a lot of crust, like the corners cut from the end of the loaf. The nub
– as I have always known it – is my favourite part of the loaf and I am always happy to receive this
often-discarded bit as I love the chewy, almost-burnt crust even more than the crumb. I love how
evocative Italian food names can be, and there could not be a better way of describing the
shape of these biscuits, which are slightly angular and crust-heavy, in the best possible way. A
delicious and sweet little nook in which to seek solace.A traditional biscuit from Prato, in
Tuscany, I assumed, like so many iconic Italian dolci, that they would be difficult to make, but
they aren’t at all. Instead, they are very satisfying and straightforward. The flavour is wonderfully
sweet and pure, the texture perfectly crisp, and when eaten alongside a chilled glass of Vin
Santo wine they make a very simple but delightful finish to a meal. Of course, they also make a
nicely nutty breakfast (the almonds add some vague suggestion of nutrition) with a coffee
(cappuccino for a change).Makes 14100 g (3½ oz) blanched almonds30 g (1 oz) butter2 eggs,
plus 1 (beaten), to glaze170 g (6 oz/¾ cup) sugarzest of 1 orange1 tbsp Marsala280 g (10 oz)
00 or plain (all-purpose) flourpinch of salt1 tsp baking powderPreheat the oven to 170ºC (340ºF/
Gas 3).Arrange the almonds over the base of a baking sheet and pop them in the oven for 8–10
minutes until lightly toasted. Set aside to cool.Melt the butter in a small saucepan or in the
microwave.Break the eggs into a mixing bowl and whisk them well with the sugar, orange zest
and Marsala. Add the melted butter and whisk to incorporate.Add the flour, salt, baking powder
and toasted almonds and mix together to form a dough. Work the dough with your hands to
bring it together.Turn the oven temperature up to 180ºC (350ºF/Gas 4) and shape the dough into
two logs about 5–6 cm (2½ in) wide.Put the logs on a baking sheet lined with baking parchment.
Brush them with the beaten egg to glaze.Bake in the oven for 20 minutes, until just
golden.Remove the biscuits from the oven and allow to cool slightly, then cut the logs at a 45-
degree angle into slices about 1–2 cm (½–¾ in) wide.Return the biscuits to the oven for a further
15 minutes or until crunchy and golden.Remove from the oven and eat with sweet wine, or
coffee.These keep well in an airtight container.Dark Chocolate, Chestnut & Hazelnut
CantucciOne of the things that has been introduced into my baking repertoire since I moved to
Italy is chestnut flour, which I love. It has a wonderfully sweet, slightly smoky flavour that adds a
whole new level to baked goods. It tastes of bonfires and autumn walks in the woods, and pairs
brilliantly with the rich bitterness of dark chocolate.Makes around 20100 g (3½ oz) blanched
hazelnuts30 g (1 oz) butter2 eggs, plus 1 (beaten), to glaze160 g (5½ oz/¾ cup) sugar1 tbsp
Marsala200 g (7 oz/2¼ cups) chestnut flour100 g (3½ oz/¾ cup, plus 2 tbsp) 00 or plain (all-
purpose) flourpinch of salt1 tsp baking powder50 g (2 oz) dark chocolate, broken into small
piecesPreheat the oven to 170ºC (340ºF/Gas 3).Arrange the hazelnuts over the base of a baking
sheet and pop them into the oven for around 10 minutes, or until lightly toasted. Set aside to
cool. Roughly chop into large pieces using a sharp knife.Melt the butter in a small saucepan or in



the microwave.Break the eggs into a mixing bowl and whisk them well with the sugar and
Marsala. Add the melted butter and whisk to incorporate.Add the flours, salt, baking powder,
chocolate pieces and toasted, chopped hazelnuts and mix together to form a dough. Work the
dough with your hands to bring it together.Turn the oven up to 180ºC (350ºF/Gas 4) and shape
the dough into two logs about 5–7 cm (2 in) wide.Put the logs onto a baking sheet lined with
baking parchment. Brush with beaten egg to glaze.Bake in the oven for 20 minutes, or until just
golden.Remove the biscuits from the oven and allow to cool for around 15 minutes (this is quite
a crumbly dough and the biscuits will keep their shape better if sliced when a little cooler). Using
a long, sharp knife, cut (don’t saw or they will crumble) the logs at a 45-degree angle into slices
1–2 cm (½–¾ in) wide.Return the biscuits to the oven for another 15–20 minutes, or until crunchy
and golden.Remove from the oven and eat with a glass of sweet wine, or
coffee.CapiglietteAnother product of a convent, and one of Sardinia’s most beautiful and unique
dolci, these little almond tartlets are traditional for celebratory occasions such as baptisms and
weddings. They are found all over the island, and referred to by various names. In the south they
are known as Pastissus, and near Oristano as Capigliette.Made in special small, fluted, tin
moulds (see note, overleaf) they consist of a paper-thin pastry case filled with a light, lemon-
scented almond sponge mixture, and topped with a simple icing glaze. They are then intricately
decorated with sugar icing (royal icing known as ghiaccia reale), which is piped with exquisite
delicacy to create lace-like patterns. Occasionally this icing may then be crusted with gold leaf or
embellished with silver balls or tiny iced flowers.This quantity makes enough for a festa, or
special event, which is realistically the most likely occasion you will want to make these, as they
do take time and are relatively involved and fiddly – the sort of things that women in a Sardinian
family or village will come together and spend the entire day making. However, the sight of a
whole tray of their intricately decorated and delicate white beauty is truly memorable, and well
worth the effort involved.Makes around 20 small (two-bite size) tartsFor the pastry165 g (5½
oz/1 cups) 00 or plain (all-purpose) flour, plus extra for dustingpinch of salt25 g (¾ oz) lard or
butter, plus extra for greasing70 ml (2½ fl oz/5 tbsp) waterFor the filling3 eggs, separated100 g
(3½ oz/½ cup) sugarfinely grated zest of 1 large lemon1 tbsp orange blossom water165 g (5½
oz/ cup) ground almonds (almond meal)For the ghiaccia reale220 g (8 oz/1¾ cups) icing
(confectioner’s) sugar40 g (1½ oz) egg white (1 medium/large egg white)For the pastryPut the
flour, salt and lard or butter in a mixing bowl and rub in the fat using your fingertips until the
mixture resembles fine breadcrumbs. Add the water and bring together with your hands to form
a smooth dough. (If using a mixer, you can put all the ingredients together and mix until
smooth.)Remove the dough from the bowl and transfer to a clean work surface. Knead the
dough well for at least 5 minutes, until smooth and silky. (You can make the dough in a stand
mixer with a dough hook attached, if you wish.)Wrap the dough in clingfilm (plastic wrap) and set
it aside to rest for at least 30 minutes.Using a pasta machine, or a rolling pin if you don’t have
one, roll out the dough until it is very thin (about 1 mm), aiming for the same thinness as if you
were making ravioli. It should be just thin enough that it’s becoming transparent when you hold it



up. You may need to use a sprinkling of flour to stop the dough from sticking.Lightly grease the
tin moulds with melted butter and put the rolled pastry inside, trimming up the edges to fit.For the
fillingPreheat the oven to 170ºC (340ºF/Gas 3).Whisk the egg yolks with half of the sugar in a
mixing bowl until you have a fluffy, mousse-like consistency. The mixture should at least double
in size. Add the lemon zest, the orange blossom water and the ground almonds and fold gently
to incorporate.In a separate mixing bowl, whisk the egg whites with the remaining sugar until the
mixture forms soft and glossy peaks. Fold the whites into the egg yolk and almond mixture,
stirring gently to incorporate everything without losing too much air.Use a teaspoon to transfer
the mixture into the prepared pastry cases. The filling will rise significantly on baking so only fill
the cases about two-thirds full. Smooth the sponge mixture to make a flat top.Place the tartlets
on a baking tray and then put them in the oven. Cook for around 15 minutes, until the tops of the
sponge are golden brown and the pastry only just beginning to take a little colour.Remove from
the oven and allow to cool.For the ghiaccia realeGently mix the icing sugar and egg white in a
bowl until they come together to form a smooth glaze.Delicately paint the top of the tarts with this
glaze, or dip them upside-down into the glaze and wipe away any excess. Make sure you get a
good even covering over the surface, right to the edges; any excess will drip away. Reserve the
icing that is left in the bowl.Allow the glaze to dry completely.Meanwhile, whisk the reserved
icing using an electric whisk or beater attachment on a stand mixer. Whisk well for a few minutes
until the icing is opaque and white, like meringue. It should be shiny and white and much thicker
than previously. Make a tiny piping bag with a piece of greaseproof (waxed) paper (or use a
disposable piping bag, just cutting the tiniest tip off to create a very small hole) and decant some
of the royal icing into it. Cut the tip off to create a tiny nozzle and then gently pipe patterns onto
the top of the tartlets. Allow the icing to set.It is good to practise your patterns a little on some
baking parchment first, before piping them directly onto the tarts – this way there is room for trial
and error.NotesAs is always the case, the lard in the pastry means that the finished texture is
wonderfully crisp, but if you prefer to use butter, then you can substitute an equal amount.The
moulds are available online and from cook shops, sold as small tartlet tins. If you cannot find the
special moulds you can use small, shallow muffin tins, like those you would use for jam tarts,
small quiche moulds, or moulds used for Portuguese custard tarts and use a fluted cutter to cut
the pastry bases. I have made them this way before and they work well.Little Jam Flower
CookiesThese little jammy flower-shaped cookies, called Ciambelline, are enormously popular
in Sardinia, and with good reason. They’re lovely to look at, quick to make and popular with
everyone. They are also the perfect thing to make with children (if you make them with children,
filling them with Nutella rather than jam seems to be the most popular option, unsurprisingly).If
you make your own jam, then of course use that. The recipe for Apricot Jam is a favourite.
(Seedless) raspberry jam is good, as is a crab apple jelly or blackberry/blackcurrant jam.
Anything a little bit tart. Like most Sardinian dolci, these are traditionally made with lard, but you
can replace it with butter. The dough can be frozen easily and used at a later date.You can make
these with simple round cutters if you can’t find flower-shaped ones, or any other shape you like



(such as stars for Christmas), but it’s nice to have the hole in the top part of the cookie so you
can see the shiny, jewel-like jam through it, like a Jammy Dodger.Makes 30–40500 g (1 lb 2 oz/4
cups) 00 or plain (all-purpose) flour175 g (6 oz/1 cups, plus 2 tbsp) icing (confectioner’s) sugar,
plus extra for dustingpinch of salt1 tsp baking powder200 g (7 oz) butter or lard, softened1
whole egg and 1 egg yolk1 tsp vanilla extractzest of 1 lemon1 jar of your favourite jam or
NutellaMix all the ingredients together in a stand mixer until you have a smooth dough. (If
making it by hand, put all the dry ingredients into a mixing bowl, add the butter or lard and rub
the fat into the dry ingredients until the mixture resembles breadcrumbs. Mix in the egg and egg
yolk along with the vanilla and lemon zest, kneading gently until you have a smooth
dough.)Wrap the dough in clingfilm (plastic wrap) and put in the fridge to rest for 30
minutes.Preheat the oven to 170ºC (340ºF/Gas 3). Line two large baking sheets with baking
parchment.Remove the chilled dough and roll it out to a 2–3 mm (⅛ in) thickness. Use your
cutters to cut equal numbers of top and bottom pieces. Carefully lift the cookies onto their baking
sheets and space them 1 cm (½ in) or so apart.Transfer the sheets to the oven and bake until
just golden, 15–18 minutes. Allow to cool before placing a teaspoon of jam or Nutella onto each
base, and then placing the top cookie over it and pressing down gently.Dust with icing sugar and
serve.These keep well in an airtight container for up to 4 days.AmarettiMany times here in
Sardinia I have been offered a small, innocuous-looking little oblong biscuit at a party or after
Sunday lunch, taken a bite and felt my teeth sink gently into the sweet, almondy chew of a good
Amaretto. Though they look unassuming, their texture and flavour are totally beguiling, so much
so that I assumed they must be difficult to make, or at least that there must be some special
knack or trick to them.I couldn’t have been more wrong. They are one of the simplest things
imaginable. My wonderfully impatient but gifted friend, Loredana, showed me how to make
them. Everything can be done in a few minutes, by hand. No whisking, beating, creaming
necessary. The ingredients list couldn’t be shorter or simpler.Deriving their name from amaro
(bitter), Amaretti (little bitter ones) are small, baked biscuits made using a combination of sweet
and bitter almonds. They are found all over Italy, in various shapes and guises, though those
known most abroad come from Saronno in Lombardy, and are sold wrapped in crisp white paper
printed with blue calligraphy and presented in beautifully ornate tins.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Great book, good to gift.. Not completed done reading but thus far I
would recommend. Some new stuff some repeats.”

Ms D, “Yummy recipes. Pretty book with some gorgeous recipes. I've made a start in the cake
section, and those I've baked have come out very well. The recipes are easy to follow, with
potential pitfalls highlighted. And, I now know how to make mascarpone, should there be a
national shortage!!”

Lesley Annette, “Makes me want to cook everything. Beautiful book . It’s not often I get a
cookbook and I want to make everything in it, but this is one . A delight to read . Recipes come
with delightful introductions , are well explained and are accompanied by photos . Well laid
out .An instant favourite.”

Annie, “A good read. A recommendation by #Nigella arrived in perfect condition in time frame”

The book by Letitia Clark has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 46 people have provided feedback.
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